
 

As electronics shrink to nanoscale, will they
still be good as gold?
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Gold still behaves like a solid at the nanoscale, says Stanford’s Wendy Gu.
Credit: Unsplash/Aaron Munoz

Deep inside computer chips, tiny wires made of gold and other
conductive metals carry the electricity used to process data.

But as these interconnected circuits shrink to nanoscale, engineers worry
that pressure, such as that caused by thermal expansion when current
flows through these wires, might cause gold to behave more like a liquid
than a solid, making nanoelectronics unreliable. That, in turn, could
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force chip designers to hunt for new materials to make these critical
wires.

But according to a new paper in Physical Review Letters, chip designers
can rest easy. "Gold still behaves like a solid at these small scales," says
Stanford mechanical engineer Wendy Gu, who led a team that figured
out how to pressurize gold particles just 4 nanometers in length—the
smallest particles ever measured—to assess whether current flows might
cause the metal's atomic structure to collapse.

To conduct the experiment, Gu's team first had to devise a way put tiny
gold particles under extreme pressure, while simultaneously measuring
how much that pressure damaged gold's atomic structure.

To solve the first problem, they turned to the field of high-pressure
physics to borrow a device known as a diamond anvil cell. As the name
implies, both hammer and anvil are diamonds that are used to compress
the gold. As Gu explained, a nanoparticle of gold is built like a
skyscraper with atoms forming a crystalline lattice of neat rows and
columns. She knew that pressure from the anvil would dislodge some
atoms from the crystal and create tiny defects in the gold.

The next challenge was to detect these defects in nanoscale gold. The
scientists shined X-rays through the diamond onto the gold. Defects in
the crystal caused the X-rays to reflect at different angles than they
would on uncompressed gold. By measuring variations in the angles at
which the X-rays bounced off the particles before and after pressure was
applied, the team was able to tell whether the particles retained the
deformations or reverted to their original state when pressure was lifted.

"The defects remain after pressure was removed, which told us that gold
behaves like a solid even at such scales," Gu said.
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In practical terms, her findings mean that chipmakers can know with
certainty that they'll be able to design stable nanodevices using gold—a
material they have known and trusted for decades—for years to come.

"For the foreseeable future, gold's luster will not fade," Gu says.

  More information: Abhinav Parakh et al, Nucleation of Dislocations
in 3.9 nm Nanocrystals at High Pressure, Physical Review Letters (2020). 
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.106104
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